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The Competition Model of Bates and MacWhinney explains how multiple cues may be
acquired and used in assigning linguistic roles in natural language sentences. This paper
extends the domain of this model to the nonlinguistic realm by examining the acquisition of
categories in a concept learning task. As in the linguistic domain, classification in this
particular concept learning task is determined by multiple probabilistic cues. On any par-
ticular instance, a cue may or may not be present. Moreover, if a cue is in conflict with
another, stronger cue, it may not indicate the correct classification. Error rates and reaction
times on this type of concept learning task show a two stage pattern of development. People
first rely on cues that most often give the correct classification over all the instances seen.
When errors persist, people adjust the strengths of the cues to reflect the relative strengths
cues have in conflict situations. The results from this laboratory concept learning task mirror
those found in the natural language domain, underscoring the generality of the learning
mechanism postulated in the Competition Model © 1991 Academic Press, inc.

A fundamental debate in the study of lan-
guage learning is whether the processes
used in language acquisition and under-
standing are specific to language (Chom-
sky, 1980; Fodor, 1983) or whether they are
based on general cognitive principles. In
this paper we show that one aspect of lin-
guistic processing—the acquisition and in-
tegration of multiple cues in assigning lin-
guistic roles—is not language specific.
Rather, the same learning pattern previ-
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ously found in the linguistic domain can be
replicated in a concept learning task. In ad-
dition to showing the generality of this
learning procedure, the concept learning
task also provides us with a controlled en-
vironment to further develop and test quan-
titative predictions about performance. Be-
low we describe the linguistic task and the
constructs that were developed within the
framework of the Competition Model of
Bates and MacWhinney (1982, 1987, 1989)
to account for performance on this task.
We then show how the linguistic task can
be translated into a concept learning task.
Then, we add quantitative equations to the
Competition Model to predict error rate
and reaction time performance.

THE LINGUISTIC ROLE ASSIGNMENT TASK

In attempting to comprehend a sentence,
people must be able to assign nouns to lin-
guistic roles such as actor, patient, and re-
cipient. For example, in a sentence such as
The dog licked the cat we need to know that
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the one who did the licking was "the dog."
We also need to know that the one who was
licked was "the cat." This is the role as-
signment task. These roles, however, are
not marked by a single unambiguous cue.
Rather they are marked by multiple cues,
any one of which may or may not be
present in a particular sentence. Moreover,
a given cue may conflict with other cues to
the correct role assignment. Take, for ex-
ample, cues to the assignment of the role of
actor (person or thing that performs the ac-
tion of the verb) in a sentence containing
two or more nouns. Among the cues corre-
lated with this role are noun animacy (an
animate noun is more likely to be the actor
than an inanimate noun), case inflection
("he" is more likely to be an actor than
"him"), word order (in English, the prever-
bal noun is most likely to be the actor), and
stress (a stressed noun may be more likely
to be the actor).

In a sentence such as HE hit the ball, all
four of the above cues are present, and all
favor "he" as the actor. However, per-
fectly grammatical and interpretable sen-
tences also occur when only one or two of
these four cues are present. For example,
in The man hit the mugger only the prever-
bal word order cue is present to indicate
"the man" as the actor. In addition, there
are grammatical sentences in which two or
more cues disagree about the assignment of
the actor role. For example, in a sentence
like The ball hit THE MAN, the word order
cue favors "the ball" as the object doing
the hitting, while noun animacy and stress
favor "the man" for the actor role. In order
to correctly assign the actor role in such
sentences, people must know something
about the relative strength of these cues
when they disagree or conflict with each
other. In English, preverbal word position
strongly dominates over other possible
cues to actorhood, and thus people choose
"the ball" as the actor in the last example.

The linguistic role assignment task re-
quires the listener to construct a mapping
between multiple cues and a particular cat-

egory, such as "actor." The mapping is
such that any particular cue need not be
present on any particular instance. If two or
more cues are present, they may agree or
disagree about the assignment of the cate-
gory. In the latter case where cues conflict,
a dominance hierarchy among the cues de-
termines how the category assignment is
made.

THE COMPETITION MODEL

The Competit ion Model (Bates  &
MacWhinney, 1982, 1987, 1989; McDonald,
1989) details one possible way in which
people deal with the linguistic role assign-
ment problem. A central construct in this
model is cue validity. Cue validity, a term
taken from Brunswik (1956), is a measure
of the cue's utility in the categorization de-
cision. As defined in McDonald (1986), the
validity of a cue is the product of its appli-
cability (the percentage of instances on
which it is present) and its reliability (the
percentage of time a cue indicates the cor-
rect assignment when it is present). Thus,
cue validity is a measure of how often a cue
indicates the correct assignment over the
pool of instances.

The order in which cues are initially ac-
quired by learners depends on the validity
of a cue in general in the language, i.e., its
overall validity. However, the relative
strength with which cues are used by adults
who have achieved full mastery of the lan-
guage is more closely predicted by the va-
lidity of a cue in conflict situations, i.e., its
conflict validity (McDonald, 1986, 1987,
1989). If there is a difference between the
ranking of cues according to their overall
validity and their conflict validity, full lan-
guage mastery will involve shifting from ini-
tial weights that reflect overall validity to
final weights that reflect conflict validity.

Researchers have found that the order in
which cues to linguistic roles are initially
acquired by children is strongly predicted
by overall validity (Bates, MacWhinney,
Caselli, Devescovi, Natale, & Venza, 1984;
MacWhinney, 1978; MacWhinney, Pleh, &
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Bates, 1985; McDonald, 1986; Slobin &
Bever, 1982; Sokolov, 1988). However, ev-
idence for the importance of conflict valid-
ity during later learning has been reported
for Dutch (McDonald, 1986), French (Kail,
1989), and Hebrew (Sokolov, 1988). For ex-
ample, the Dutch study looked at the acqui-
sition and final strength of usage of the cues
of word order and pronominal case inflec-
tion in assigning the actor role in Dutch. In
the majority of Dutch sentences, the first
noun is both the subject and the actor. Case
inflected pronouns occur in far fewer sen-
tences. Thus, the word order cue has higher
overall validity than the case inflection cue,
and indeed, native Dutch speaking children
initially rely more strongly on word order
than case inflection in sentence interpreta-
tion (McDonald, 1986).

However, in sentences where word order
and case inflection conflict, such as De man
zag zij (the man saw she = "she saw the
man"), case inflection rather than word or-
der indicates the correct answer. There-
fore, case inflection has a higher conflict
validity than word order. While Dutch
speaking children tend to incorrectly inter-
pret the above sentence, choosing "de
man" as the actor, adult speakers have ad-
justed their cue strengths to reflect the
higher conflict validity of case inflection,
and correctly pick "zij" as the actor (Mc-
Donald, 1986).

A simple learning-on-error mechanism
can be used to explain the transition in cue
strengths from overall validity to conflict
validity (McDonald, 1986, 1989). This
mechanism consists of a strength counter
for each cue and a set of roles to which the
cues are relevant. The main verb of the
clause sets up a set of possible roles. For
example, transitive verbs set up roles for
the actor and the object. Each noun in the
clause then becomes a candidate competing
for each role. Each cue sends its current
strength level to the role assignment for the
noun it favors, and the noun with the largest
total strength of support is assigned the
role. Whenever a discrepancy between this

role assignment and feedback is detected,
the mechanism notes which cues would
have predicted the correct answer, and the
strength counters for these cues are incre-
mented. No change in cue weights is made
when a correct judgement is made. Thus,
modification of cue strengths only occurs
on error.

A schematic of the model is given in Fig.
1. Consider what this model predicts for
early learning. If initial weights for cue
strengths are set to zero or some low ran-
dom level, the model will essentially have
to guess which noun to assign to the actor
role. Although it will sometimes guess cor-
rectly, errors in interpretation will be made
over a representative sampling of all types
of sentences the model is given to process.
Thus, cue weights will be incremented pro-
portionally to how often a particular cue
correctly indicates the actor over sentences
in general—i.e., proportional to a cue's
overall validity.

As this mechanism continues to run, er-
rors will continue to decrease. At some
point, the residual errors will occur only
with sentences where the currently ac-
quired cues are in conflict and the cue that
is higher in overall validity is lower in con-
flict validity. Cue weights are then adjusted
over this smaller pool of incorrectly inter-
preted sentences to reflect the appropriate
ranking of cues in the conflict sentences.

FIG. 1. Model of the learning-on-error mechanism.
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During this time of cue adjustment, non-
conflict sentences that were previously cor-
rectly interpreted will continue to be so. All
relevant cues continue to have some
strength; it is only their relative strengths
that change. Note that if weight adjustment
took place over all sentences, rather than
just on error, the system would never ad-
vance beyond overall cue validity weights
and conflict sentences would not be cor-
rectly interpreted.

For a more concrete example of how the
learning-on-error model works, consider
the situation in Dutch described above.
Word order has a higher overall validity
than case inflection, but the opposite is true
for conflict validity. The initial errors that
are made on a representative sampling of all
Dutch sentences are distributed in such a
way that the word order cue will be incre-
mented more strongly than the case inflec-
tion cue. After the word order cue has
gained sufficient strength, any sentence
where the first noun is the actor will have
the actor correctly assigned. However, the
system will continue to make errors on sen-
tences such as De man zag zij (The man
saw she = "she saw the man"), where
word order incorrectly assigns the actor to
"de man." Incrementation of cue weights
after these errors would result in an in-
crease in strength for the case inflection
cue, while the word order cue would not be
adjusted. Eventually, after enough expo-
sure to this type of conflict sentence, case
inflection will have a higher weight than
word order, and these sentences will also
be correctly judged. Once no more incor-
rect interpretations are made, cue weights
should remain stable.

Is it reasonable to assume that language
learning actually occurs on error? Many re-
searchers (Morgan, 1987; Pinker, 1984;
Wexler & Culicover, 1980) refer to the clas-
sic study by Brown and Hanlon (1970) as
evidence that "negative evidence" is not
provided to the child. Other researchers
(Bohannon & Stanowicz, 1988; Bohannon,
MacWhinney, & Snow, 1989; Sokolov,

1989) argue that negative evidence is indeed
available, albeit in forms more subtle than
those studied by Brown and Hanlon. Dur-
ing comprehension, error can arise as a
"failure to parse" (Berwick, 1985) or a fail-
ure to understand a particular word or
phrase (MacWhinney, 1978). During pro-
duction, error can arise as a mismatch to
some intended target. The fact that both
children and adults can detect errors in
their own speech productions (Stemberger,
1989) indicates that error- tracking is a very
active process in all language processors.

EVIDENCE FROM NONLINGUISTIC AREAS

Although the learning-on-error model
was originally devised to account for the
shift from overall validity to conflict valid-
ity in a language task, there is evidence that
the same pattern of learning also occurs on
other tasks. Previous research on concept
learning has shown that people determine
which dimensions are relevant to the hy-
pothesis by using the frequency with which
the values of various dimensions occur in
the positive category (Bourne, Ekstrand,
Lovallo, Kellog, Hiew, & Yaroush, 1976).
Such findings are consonant with models of
concept learning which use the frequency
of attribute in the positive (or negative) cat-
egory as a basis for formulating new hy-
potheses (Hunt, Marin, & Stone, 1966). In
the terms of the Competition Model, these
results indicate that people use overall va-
lidity as a guide to problem solution.

Studies of probability learning have also
shown that people make judgments based
on overall validity rather than simple prior
probability. For example, in studies by
Estes (1976a; 1976b) subjects were trained
on the probabilities with which various can-
didates won public opinion polls. That is,
subjects were given pairs of candidates and
told the likelihood of one candidate winning
over the other. However, independent of
the probability of winning a poll, some can-
didates appeared more frequently in the
training set than did others. When subjects
were later asked to predict the results of an
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election that pitted a new combination of
candidates against each other, they based
their choice of the winner on the total num-
ber of times the candidates had won previ-
ously (i.e., the candidates' overall validity),
rather than the candidates' simple probabil-
ity of winning.

The best evidence for a shift to conflict
validity in later stages of learning in a non-
linguistic area is given in the concept learn-
ing work of Beach (1964a; 1964b). Beach
used a task involving multiple cues that
were associated with a category with differ-
ent probabilities. His results show that ini-
tial classifications were random, followed
by a stage where cue probabilities were
used and subjects classified an exemplar
according to the "best bet"—the category
that had the highest summed cue probabil-
ities. This resulted in correct classifications
on confirming or non-conflict instances,
and incorrect classifications on infirming or
conflict instances. Later on, contrary to
Beach's initial predictions, performance on
the conflict instances improved. He ex-
plained this by a recognition mechanism
that allowed these cases to be correctly
classified by circumventing the cue proba-
bility identification process. This same shift
in the pattern of responses can be explained
by the Competition Model by having the
relative weights of the cues shift to conflict
validities, resulting in correct classification
of both non-conflict and conflict exemplars.

THE EXPERIMENTAL TASK

Given that some evidence had been
found in the concept learning literature for
initial cue use depending on overall validity
and later cue use depending on conflict va-
lidity, it was decided to test the generality
of the Competition Model in the concept
learning domain. However, rather than use
a traditional concept learning task where
the concept is defined on the basis of one
feature or logical combinations of features
(e.g., Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956),
or more recent approaches involving natu-
ral categories or ill-defined categories (Me-

din & Smith, 1984; Mervis & Rosch, 1981;
Rosch & Mervis, 1975), it was necessary to
select a concept learning task that would
have the same characteristics as the linguis-
tic role assignment task. That is, the con-
cept must be marked by multiple probabi-
listic cues such that a cue may or may not
be present on any instance, and when two
or more cues are present, they may agree or
disagree about the assignment of the cate-
gory. In addition, there must be a domi-
nance hierarchy among the cues which can
determine how category assignments are
made when a conflict occurs.

The concept learning task used in the ex-
periments reported here is a direct analog
to a linguistic role assignment task. Exam-
ples of the linguistic stimuli, taken from
McDonald (1986), are given in Fig. 2a'
These stimuli all contained two nouns, and
it was the subject's task to name one of the
nouns as the actor. The cues to assignment
of the "actor" role were word order, pro-
nominal case inflection, and noun animacy.
Word order had only one level, NVN, but
was present on all exemplars. If subjects
choose a noun on the basis of preverbal po-
sition, this would be reflected in an overall
preference for the first noun. (Indeed, this
is what happens for native English speakers
on these sentences—they overwhelmingly
choose the first noun.) Pronominal case in-
flection information had three levels: (a) no
pronouns in the sentence and hence no case
cue; (b) the case cue agrees with the word
order cue—the first noun is in the nomina-
tive case and the second noun is in the ob-
jective case; and (c) the case cue disagrees
with the word order cue—the first noun is
in the objective case and the second noun is

1 While many of the sentences shown in Fig. 2a are
agrammatical or anomalous in English, none of these
sentences violate the grammar of Dutch, the focus of
McDonald's (1986) study. Competition Model studies
often use agrammatical and anomalous sentences.
Studies of sentence processing in other languages have
shown that processing of grammatical and agrammat-
ical sentences is quite similar (MacWhinney, Pleh, &
Bates, 1985; Smith & Mimica, 1984).
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FIG. 2. Experimental design for (a) linguistic material and (b) concept learning material.The exem-
plar given in each cell is only one of several possibilities that the cell defines. For example, in cell 5,
possible pairs include a small shaded triangle versus a large blank square, a small shaded triangle with
an interior dot versus a large blank square, a small shaded triangle versus a large blank square with an
interior dot, and a small shaded triangle with an interior dot versus a large blank square with an interior
dot. In addition, the position in which each figure appeared, left or right, would also be varied.

in the nominative case. Use of the case in-
flection cue would be reflected by a second
noun preference when case disagrees with
word order. Noun animacy information
also had three levels: (a) both nouns ani-
mate and hence no animacy cue; (b) the
animacy cue agrees with the word order
cue—the first noun is animate and the sec-
ond noun is inanimate; and (c) the animacy
cue disagrees with the word order cue—the
first noun is inanimate and second noun is
animate. Use of the animacy cue would be
reflected by a second noun preference
when the cue disagrees with word order.

This design was translated directly into a
concept learning paradigm. The two nouns
in a sentence were each represented by a
simple geometric figure. The role assign-
ment task was translated into a task where

subjects had to say which one of the two
shapes was dominant—i.e., which figure
would beat out the other for assignment of
the dominant (read actor) role. The task in-
volved comparing the two figures and cat-
egorizing one as more dominant than the
other. The same figure could sometimes be
the dominant figure and sometimes be the
non-dominant figure, depending on the
composition of the other figure with which
it was paired. Because of this, the task had
to involve a comparison, rather than some
absolute judgment of category member-
ship. The various linguistic cues were
translated into pictorial cues such as size,
shading, shape, etc. In cases where there is
no conflict among these cues, the dominant
figure was small, shaded, and triangular.
Figure 2b illustrates how the linguistic
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cues in Fig. 2a were translated into their
visual counterparts. The constant word or-
der cue (Cue 1) was translated into a con-
trast between small and large shapes. Sim-
ilar to word order, this contrast was present
in all cells of the design. Use of this cue
would be shown by a preference for the
small figure over all cells in the design. The
case inflection cue (Cue 2) was represented
by a contrast between shaded or blank in-
teriors. This cue had three levels: (a) in the
case where there was no information about
this cue available—either both figures were
shaded or both were blank; (b) when this
cue agreed with Cue 1, the small figure was
shaded and the large figure blank; and (c)
when this cue disagreed with Cue 1, the
large figure was shaded and the small figure
blank. The noun animacy cue (Cue 3) was
represented by a shape contrast, with the
two values on this dimension being triangu-
larity or squareness. This cue also had
three levels: (a) in the case where there was
no information about this cue available, ei-
ther both figures were triangles or both
were squares; (b) when this cue agreed with
Cue 1, the small figure was a triangle and
the large figure was a square; and (c) when
this cue disagreed with Cue 1, the large fig-
ure was a triangle and the small figure was
a square.

The dominant figure in each cell in Fig.
2b is indicated with an asterisk. Recall that
the dominant figure tends to be small,
shaded, and triangular. In cases where
there is no conflict between the cues, such
as in cells 5, 4, 2, and 1, it is clear which
figure to choose. In cell 5, all cues agree,
and the small shaded triangle is picked. In
cell 4, Cues 1 and 2 agree, and the small
shaded figure is picked. In cell 2, Cues 1
and 3 agree, and the small triangle is
picked. In cell 1, a contrast is available only
from Cue 1, and the small figure is correct.
In the remaining cells, cues conflict, and
one must therefore know which cues dom-
inate the others in order to chose the cor-
rect figure. In this example, Cue 2, shading,

dominates over all other cues; when it is not
present, Cue 3, shape, dominates; when
neither of these cues is present, Cue 1, size,
gives the correct answer.

In looking at Fig. 2b it is clear that the
task involves comparing the features of the
two presented figures and seeing which fig-
ure is the best example of the category
dominant. Consider, for example, a small
blank triangle. When paired with a large
blank triangle, as in cell 1, it is the dominant
figure. However, when paired with a large
shaded triangle as in cell 7 or a large shaded
square as in cell 8, this figure is not the
dominant one. Thus, a subject cannot just
look at one of the figures in a pair and give
the answer.

Note that the three cues in this concept
learning task vary in how often they are
present and how often they give the correct
answer. For example, Cue 1, while present
in every cell, only yields correct answers
on cells 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6. A contrast in Cue
2 is present on only six of the nine cells
(cells 4 through 9) and is always correct
wherever it appears. Finally, a contrast on
Cue 3 is present on 6 of the 9 cells (cells 2,
3, 5, 6, 8, and 9), but only indicates the
correct answer in four of these cells (cells 2,
3, 5, and 9). If the frequency with which
these various cells occur (shown in the bot-
tom line of each in Fig. 2b) is taken into
account with the above information, we can
calculate cue characteristics such as avail-
ability, reliability, overall validity, and con-
flict validity. Availability can be calculated
from these frequencies by counting up how
often a cue is present over the nine cells of
the design. Reliability is calculated by com-
puting the percentage of time a cue indi-
cates the correct answer over the cells
where it is present. Overall cue validities
can be computed by multiplying availability
by reliability, or by counting up how often a
cue is present and indicates the correct an-
swer over all the cells. Similarly, conflict
cue validities can be computed by calculat-
ing the percentage of time a cue is present
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and correct on cells involving conflict (cells
3, 6, 7, 8, and 9).

These cue characteristics are given for
each cue in Table 1. Notice that Cue 1 has
high overall validity, but low conflict valid-
ity. We therefore refer to this cue as the
"overall" cue. Cue 2 has intermediate
overall validity, but high conflict validity;
therefore, it will be referred to as the
"conflict" cue. Cue 3 has intermediate
overall validity and intermediate conflict
validity; hence, it will be called the
"medium" cue. Referring to these cues
with a single word is done as a help to the
reader. However, it should be remembered
that their actual status can only be accu-
rately summarized by the numbers given in
Table 1.

PREDICTIONS

The Competition Model makes predic-
tions about relative error rates and reaction
times based on the number and strengths of
cues present on a particular instance. In-
stances where all cues agree should have
very low error rates and should be rela-
tively fast. Instances that involve disagree-
ment or conflict among cues should have
higher error rates and should be generally
slower than instances without conflict. The
error rate in these instances should be pro-
portional to the relative activations of the
opposing choices. That is, we would expect
a higher error rate on an instance where one
choice had received a high activation and
the other choice a medium activation, than
on an instance where one choice had re-

TABLE 1

OVERALL VALIDITIES AND CONFLICT VALIDITIES

Cue 1
(Overall)

Cue 2
(Conflict)

Cue 3
(Medium)

Availability 100 55 55
Reliability 80 100 87
Overall

validity 80 55 48
Conflict

validity 20 80 52

ceived a high activation and the other a low
activation. Reaction times should be simi-
larly affected by the amount of conflict
among alternatives. A longer latency would
be expected in cases of greater conflict than
in cases of less conflict. These qualitative
error rate and reaction time predictions of
the Competition Model can be formalized
through the use of mathematical equations
as given below.

Error rates. Many models of concept
learning use a variation of Luce's (1959)
choice rule in predicting performance (e.g.,
Nosofsky, 1984; Medin & Schaffer, 1978).
The same rule has proven useful within the
framework of the Competition Model (Mc-
Donald, 1987). The rule, shown in (1), indi-
cates that error rate should be a function of
the validities of cues favoring the incorrect
answer divided by the validities of all the
cues present in the instance. Thus, in situ-
ations where no cues favor an incorrect as-
signment, the equation predicts an error
rate of 0%. In situations where the cues fa-
voring the incorrect assignment are stron-
ger than those favoring the correct assign-
ment, an error rate of greater than 50%
would be expected. The stronger the oppo-
sition to the correct response, the greater
the error rate.

V = validity
i = cue(s) favoring incorrect assignment
j = cue(s) favoring correct assignment.

This equation can be used in conjunction
with the validities given in Table 1 to pre-
dict error rate. If overall validities are used
in the equation, we can calculate the ex-
pected error rate during initial acquisition
of the concept learning task. Similarly, by
using the equation in combination with the
conflict validities given in Table 1, we can
derive the error rate expected later on in
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TABLE 2

PREDICTED PERCENT ERROR BASED ON OVERALL VALIDITIES AND CONFLICT VALIDITIES

Medium
absent

Medium agrees
with overall

Medium disagrees
with overall

Overall validity

Conflict cue absent 0 0 62
Conflict agrees w/overall 0 0 26
Conflict disagrees w/overall 59 70 44
Conflict validity

Conflict cue absent 0 0 28
Conflict agrees w/overall 0 0 34
Conflict disagrees w/overall 20 47 13

learning. These expected error rates under
both overall validity and conflict validity
are given in Table 2.

Reaction times. An equation for the pre-
diction of reaction times does not currently
exist for the Competition Model. In this pa-
per we propose a formula, given in (2), for
the relative amount of activation in each
cell. Reaction times should be negatively
correlated to this function—that is, laten-
cies should be lower to cells with high total
activation and higher to cells with low total
activation. According to the equation, cell
activation will be a function of the proba-
bility of choosing the incorrect assignment
times the amount of activation that assign-
ment has accrued, plus the probability of
choosing the correct assignment times the
amount of activation the correct assign-
ment has gained.2 When there are only cues
favoring the correct assignment, this equa-
tion predicts an activation level equal to the
sum of the validities of the cues favoring the
assignment. For example, if one cue favors
an interpretation with a validity of 60, and
another cue favors the same assignment
with a validity of 80, the above equation
would predict an activation level of ((60 +

2 This formula predicts activation levels averaged
over both incorrect and correct answers. Activation
levels for incorrect answers would be predicted by the
first term in the numerator divided by the denomina-
tor, while activation levels for correct answers would
be predicted by the second term of the numerator di-
vided by the denominator.

80)2 + (0)2)/((60 + 80) + (0)) = 140. If,
however, these two cues favored opposing
assignments, the total activation would be
«60)2 + (80)2)/((60) + (80)) = 71. If reaction
times are negatively correlated with ac-
tivation level, one would expect a faster re-
action time to the 140 activation level situ-
ation, where the cues agree, than to the 71
activation level situation, where the cues

disagree.
where

V = validity
i = cue(s) favoring incorrect assignment
j = cue(s) favoring correct assignment.

By using Eq. (2) in conjunction with the
validities given in Table 1, it is possible to
predict the activation levels in the various
cells of the design. Activation patterns
early on in acquisition can be predicted by
using overall validities in conjunction with
Eq. (2), while patterns later on can be pre-
dicted by using conflict validities in this
equation. The predicted activation levels
under both overall validity and conflict va-
lidity are given in Table 3. A comparison of
the predictions from overall validity and
conflict validity in Table 3 shows that,
while for many pairs of cells both types of
validity make the same relative predictions
(e.g., both overall validity and conflict va-
lidity give cell 5 a higher activation than cell

•,.)2 + (2V;)2
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TABLE 3

CELL ACTIVATION LEVELS BASED ON OVERALL VALIDITIES AND CONFLICT VALIDITIES

Medium                      Medium agrees
absent                          with overall

Medium disagrees
with overall

Overall validity

Conflict cue absent 80 128 68
Conflict agrees w/overall 135 183 112
Conflict disagrees w/overall 70 106 93
Conflict validity

Conflict cue absent 20 72 43
Conflict agrees w/overall 100 152 84
Conflict disagrees w/overall 68 76 117

Differential predictions of relative cell latencies

Overall validity Conflict validity

Cell 4-Cell 9 Faster Slower
Cell 2-Cell 9 Faster Slower
Cell 6-Cell 9 Faster Slower
Cell 8-Cell 9 Faster Slower
Cell 2-Cell 6 Faster Slower
Cell 1-Cell 7 Faster Slower
Cell 1-Cell 3 Faster Slower

1, which predicts that reaction time to cell 5
should be faster than that to cell 1), for
seven pairs of cells the two types of validity
make opposite predictions. These seven
cells and their different predictions are
given at the bottom of Table 3.

The predictions made above are tested in
the following experiments in which subjects
are trained on the concept learning task and
tested periodically to assess their current
level of learning.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Stimuli. As outlined in the design sec-

tion, stimuli were pairs of geometric figures
that fell into one of the nine cells of Fig. 2b.
The training phase of the experiment con-
sisted of eight sets of 25 stimulus pairs, for
a total of 200 pairs, with each cell type rep-
resented with the cell frequencies given in
Fig. 2b. The pairs were randomly ordered
for presentation, with the constraint that
each set of 25 pairs should follow the fre-
quency distribution as closely as possible,

and the addition of each set of 25 brought
the distribution closer and closer to the de-
sired frequency count. The test phase con-
sisted of eight sets of 9 stimulus pairs, one
each from the 9 different cells of the basic
design. The order of presentation of the test
pairs was randomized within each set.

Each figure could take on one of two val-
ues on each of five dimensions. (1) size—
small or large; (2) shading—shaded interior
or blank interior; (3) shape—triangle or
square; (4) dottedness—presence or ab-
sence of a small diamond in the middle of
the figure, displayed in the opposite shad-
ing of the figure's interior; and (5) posi-
tion—left or right side of the screen. The
positive value for each dimension, except
for position, is the first listed. Position had
no positive value, as it was always irrele-
vant to the classification decision. Four dif-
ferent dimension-to-cue assignments,
shown below, were used to systematically
vary how the dimensions were assigned to
the overall, conflict, and medium cues, as
well as to irrelevancy. This balanced out
the possible effects perceptual factors
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might have on cue acquisition and use. As-
signment 1 was the one used in Fig. 2b for
purposes of illustration:

that they had taken too long to decide and
that they should press the middle button for
the next instance.

ASSIGNMENT 1

Cue 1 2 3 4

overall size dottedness shape shading
conflict shading size dottedness shape
medium shape shading size dottedness
irrelevant dottedness shape shading size
irrelevant position position position position

Procedure

Before starting the experiment subjects
read the following instructions: "In this ex-
periment you will be shown pairs of geo-
metric figures on the computer screen. In
each pair one figure is always stronger, or
dominates over the other. Your task is to
determine which of the figures in each pair
is the correct, or dominant one." Thus,
while the instructions indicated that the
task had to do with determining the relative
strength of the two figures, no further indi-
cation of how strength was to be deter-
mined was given.

The stimuli were displayed on a mono-
chrome CRT screen of an IBM PC/XT with
graphics capabilities. Subjects went
through a series of eight training and test
phases. Each training phase consisted of 25
pairs of figures. For each pair, choice was
made by means of a button box, where
pushing the left button indicated a choice of
the figure on the left, and pushing the right
button indicated a choice of the figure on
the right. After a choice was made, the fig-
ures disappeared from the screen and were
replaced by a feedback message indicating
whether that choice was right or wrong.
The subjects then pushed the middle button
on the button box to get the next stimulus
pair. Subjects had 10 s in which to make
their choice. If they took longer than this,
the figures disappeared from the screen and
were replaced by a message telling them

Each training phase was followed by a
test phase consisting of one instance of
each of the nine possible cells. The proce-
dure for the test phase was identical to that
for the training phase, except subjects re-
ceived blank trials; that is, there was no
feedback as to the correctness of their an-
swers (Levine, 1975). For these blank tri-
als, they were given a 4-s time limit in
which to respond. This shorter time limit
was imposed to put additional pressure on
the subjects. It was emphasized that while
it was important to get the right answer on
the test, it was also important to respond
within the time limit. Both choice and reac-
tion time to each test instance were re-
corded by the computer for later analysis.

Subjects. Thirty-two subjects partici-
pated in the experiment. These subjects
were equally divided into four groups, each
of which was presented with a different one
of the dimension-to-cue assignments.

Results and Discussion

Scoring. Subjects failed to respond be-
fore the 4-s time limit on only seven trials.
In addition, the clock malfunctioned on
three trials, terminating the display before
the time limit was up. The missing choice
data in these 10 cells were replaced by the
correct answer and the reaction time data
were replaced by that subject's average re-
action time over all items on that particular
test. This resulted in replacing less than
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0.5% of the data. In order to gain statistical
power, pairs of tests (1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and
6, and 7 and 8) were collapsed together for
analysis.

Error rates. A 3 (level of conflict cue) by
3 (level of medium cue) ANOVA was con-
ducted on each of the four sets of test pairs.
In addition, the scores were transformed to
capture the effect of the overall cue. That
is, choice was coded in terms of how often
the figure favored by the overall cue was
chosen, and this score was then corrected
for chance. A significant effect of the over-
all cue on choice behavior would then be
captured when the intercept was tested for
being significantly different from 0.

Results of the ANOVA showed that all
three cues had a significant impact on
choice on each test (Tests 1 & 2: overall
cue,F(l,63) = 134.2; conflict cue, F(2,126)
= 30.9; medium cue, F(2,126) = 27.7.
Tests 3 & 4: overall cue, F(l,63) = 142.0;
conflict cue, F(2,126) = 88.6; medium cue,
F(2,126) = 33.4. Tests 5 & 6: overall cue,
F(l,63) = 144.6; conflict cue, F(2,126) =
152.5; medium cue, F(2,126) = 47.5. Tests
7 & 8: overall cue, F(l,63) = 108.6; conflict
cue, F(2,126) = 342.4; medium cue,
F(2,126) = 21.2. For each cue in each test,
p < .001). The absolute and relative
strengths of the cues changed over time.
This is shown clearly in Fig. 3, which gives
the percentage of variance accounted for by
each cue on each pair of tests. Initially, the
overall cue was the strongest cue, followed

by the conflict cue and the medium cue at
nearly equal strengths. On all subsequent
tests, the conflict cue was the strongest
cue, followed by the overall cue and the
medium cue. Note that the strength of the
conflict cue continued to increase through-
out the experiment, while the overall cue
decreased, and the medium cue remained
fairly constant. The initial strength pattern
mirrors overall validities, since the overall
cue has a higher overall validity than the
conflict cue and the medium cue. The later
patterns are more determined by conflict
validities, with the conflict cue dominating
over the other two cues.

Table 4 gives the percentage of errors in
each cell on each pair of tests. A closer
match is found when initial performance
(test 1 and 2) is compared to that predicted
by overall validity than that predicted by
conflict validity (see Table 2 for predic-
tions). In fact, performance and the predic-
tions of overall validity are indistinguish-
able, x2(4) = 4.5, p > .3, while perfor-
mance was significantly different from that
predicted by conflict validity, \2(4) = 49.0,
p < .001.3 Later pairs of tests do not closely
match the predictions from either overall
validity or conflict validity, although one
can see that error rate tended to decrease
over time.

It appears that subjects mastered the
concept learning task at different rates. In
order to compensate for these differences,
subjects were matched for trial of last error.
Trial of last error was defined as a trial
where at least one cell was incorrectly
judged, followed by perfect performance on
all subsequent trials, of which there had to
be at least two. Only five subjects met this
criterion. They were equally distributed
across the dimension-to-cue assignment

3 In order to avoid zero values in the predicted cells,
the x2 statistic was actually computed on the percent-
age correct, rather than the percentage incorrect.
Also, note we are more interested in which model,
overall validity or conflict validity, better fits the
data, than in the absolute significance of the fit.

FIG. 3. Percent of variance accounted for by each
cue over test pairs in Experiment 1.
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TABLE 4 ERROR RATES FOR ALL

SUBJECTS

Medium
absent

Medium agrees
with overall

Medium disagrees
with overall

Tests 1 and 2

Conflict cue absent 8 5 59
Conflict agrees w/overall 10 6 25
Conflict disagrees w/overall 56 71 34
Tests 3 and 4

Conflict cue absent 4 3 59
Conflict agrees w/overall 0 5 25
Conflict disagrees w/overall 38 47 13
Tests 5 and 6

Conflict cue absent 9 0 50
Conflict agrees w/overall 2 0 16
Conflict disagrees w/overall 30 38 5
Tests 7 and 8

Conflict cue absent 10 0 56
Conflict agrees w/overall 3 0 2
Conflict disagrees w/overall 13 24 10

groups, with one additional subject in as-
signment 4. Their performance on the two
test trials immediately before perfect per-
formance was achieved is shown in Table 5.
Their error rates are better predicted by the
conflict validity model than by overall va-
lidity (conflict validity: x2(4) = 5.8, p > .2;
overall validity: X

2(4) = 138.2, p < .001).
Thus, it appears that just before subjects
mastered the task, their error rates re-
flected conflict validity strengths.

Reaction times. The reaction time data
for each test is shown in Table 6. Although
subjects tended to get faster in general over
the course of the experiment, the pattern of
the reaction times in the various cells also
changed. These changes in reaction time
patterns reflect the initial influence of over-
all validity, followed by the growing influ-

ence of conflict validity. This is clearly seen
in the correlations between the cell activa-
tion levels predicted by overall validity or
conflict validity (see Table 3 for these pre-
dictions) and the reaction times in the pairs
of tests. For example, reaction times in
tests 1 and 2 show a strong correlation to
cell activations predicted by overall valid-
ity, r = - .78, p < .05. A much lower, non-
significant correlation is found to the cell
activations predicted by conflict validity, r
= — .28, n.s. Reaction times in tests 7 and
8 still show the effect of overall validity in
the correlation with these predicted cell ac-
tivations, r = — .75, p < .05. However, the
influence of conflict validity is much stron-
ger than in the earlier tests, r = — .69, p <
.05. The influence of conflict validity on la-
tency may be more clear in those subjects
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Tests 1 and 2

990
1448

Tests 3 and 4

923

Tests 5 and 6
908

794 773
950

Tests 7 and 8
940

752 790 868
955

who actually solved the problem. Table 7
shows the reaction times for the five sub-
jects who solved the problem, matched for
trial of last error. Reaction times on the last
two trials of errors for these subjects do not
correlate significantly with either overall
validity, r = - .63, n.s., and conflict valid-
ity, r = — .54, n.s. Reaction times are also
shown for the subsequent trials of perfect
performance by these subjects. These la-
tencies correlate nonsignificantly with the
activations predicted by overall validity, r
= -.49, n.s., but correlate significantly
with the activations predicted by conflict
validity, r = -.73, p < .05. Thus, conflict

validity significantly influenced reaction
times during perfect performance.

Stronger evidence for the shift from over-
all validity to conflict validity comes from
the comparison of the seven differentially
predicted cell pairs given at the bottom of
Table 3. Using a Newman-Keuls post- hoc
procedure on these cell pairs for Tests 1 &
2, clear confirmation was found for the in-
fluence of overall validity on latencies. As
shown in Table 8, six of the seven predic-
tions of overall validity were confirmed,
and the other one was in the correct direc-
tion.

Using the same procedure to examine the
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" Matches predictions of overall validity. h

Matches predictions of conflict validity.

cell pairs on all tests after the last error for
subjects who solved the problem yields a
clear confirmation of the effect of conflict
validity on latencies. As shown in Table 8,
three of the conflict validity predictions
were confirmed, two were nonsignificant
but in the correct direction, and one was
nonsignificant with basically equal cells.
Only one comparison, between cells 1 and
3, violated the predictions of conflict valid-
ity.

Between-group analyses. In order to de-
termine any differential effects from the
four dimension-to-cue assignments, data
from each of the four subject groups were
analyzed separately. Analyses of the choice
data on the first test trial showed that all
four subject groups had acquired the over-
all cue (Group 1, F(l,7) = 25.0, p < .005;
Group 2, F(l,7) = 50.4, p < .001; Group 3,
F(l,7) = 15.8, p < .01; Group 4, F(l,7) =
141.1, p < .001). However, on the first test,
subjects in the four groups differed in their
use of the other two cues, which had lower,
nearly equal, overall validities. Group 1
used the medium cue of shape (F(2,14) =
19.0, p < .001) but not the conflict cue of
shading (F(2,14) = .5, n.s.); Group 2 used

the medium cue of shading (F(2,14) = 4.2,
p < .05) but not the conflict cue of size
(F(2,14) = 2.7, n.s.); Group 3 used the con-
flict cue of dottedness (F(2,14) = 16.0, p <
.001) but not the medium cue of size
(F(2,14) = .3, n.s.); and Group 4 used both
the conflict cue of shape (F(2,14) = 4.9, p
< .05) and the medium cue of dottedness
(F(2,14) = 4.9, p < .05). From these re-
sults, the dimensions can be ranked in
terms of ease of acquisition: Shape is easier
to acquire than is shading and shading is
easier to acquire than is size. Dottedness
appears to be approximately equal to shape
in ease of acquisition.

These differences between the two lower
overall validity cues can probably be re-
lated to cue salience. The ordering of di-
mensions: shape > shading > size, agrees
with findings on cue salience in the litera-
ture. It has long been known that, for
adults, form is more salient than color, and
shading is, in effect, a variation between
the colors of black and white (Brian &
Goodenough, 1929). In addition, these two
dimensions appear to be more salient than
size. In an experiment involving children
ages 3;9 to 8;6 hypotheses concerning form
were preferred to those concerning color,
which in turn dominated over those involv-
ing size (Kagan & Lemkin, 1961). Thus, the
results of the current experiment show that
when cues are of about equal overall valid-
ity, factors such as perceptual salience can
influence the order in which they were ac-
quired. This confirms work in the linguistic
domain which shows that cues that are low
in perceptual salience, or detectability, are
acquired later than would be predicted by
validity (MacWhinney, Pleh, & Bates, 1985).

The salience of the second and third cues
effects how likely subjects are to have an
error-free test somewhere in the experi-
ment, even if they do not successfully solve
the problem. While five or six of the eight
subjects in groups 1, 2, and 4 had at least
one error-free test, only two of the eight
subjects in group 3 did. Subjects in this
group seemed to have an unusually difficult
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time acquiring and using the medium cue
appropriately; they repeatedly judged cell 3
incorrectly. Since the medium cue, size, is
of such low salience, these subjects may
have had an extraordinarily difficult time
solving the problem.

EXPERIMENT 2

Method

In Experiment 1, only five subjects mas-
tered the concept learning problem and
thus the evidence for the use of conflict va-
lidity in solvers is based on a small number
of data points. In order to get more subjects
to the mastery level, an easier and longer
version of the task was devised, with the
number of training and test phases in-
creased from eight to 12. The abstract
structure of the problem remained as illus-
trated in Fig. 2b, but the surface form of
each cue was changed. In Experiment 2, all
stimuli consisted of pairs of rectangles. Rel-
evant cues included (1) the border—dashed
or solid line, (2) the interior—blank or
cross-hatched, (3) dottedness—dots in the
corners or no dots, (4) orientation—
horizontal placement or vertical placement,
and (5) position—left or right. Again posi-
tion was not a relevant variable, and the
positive end of each cue's dimension is
given first in the list above. The four cue
assignment conditions are given below:

Each subject group received a different di-
mension-to-cue assignment.

Results and Discussion

Scoring. Forty trials had to be replaced
due to subjects exceeding the time limit and
to clock malfunctions. These missing data
were replaced by the correct answer and
the subject's average reaction time over all
items on that particular test. This resulted
in replacing less than 0.6% of the data. Pairs
of tests were collapsed together for pur-
poses of analysis.

Error rates. As in Experiment 1, 3 (levels
of conflict cue) by 3 (levels of medium cue)
ANOVAs were conducted on each of the
six sets of test pairs. Scores in the ANOVA
were transformed so that use of the overall
cue would be detected in the test of the
intercept. All cues had a significant effect
on responses on all six test pairs (Tests 1 &
2: overall cue, F(l,127) = 175.6; conflict
cue,F(2,254) = 33.5; medium cue, F(2,254)
= 32.0. Tests 3 & 4: overall cue, F(l,127)
= 200.9; conflict cue, F(2,254) = 127.6;
medium cue, F(2,254) = 44.2. Tests 5 & 6:
overall cue, F(l,127) = 210.3; conflict cue,
F(2,254) = 86.1; medium cue, F(2,254) =
64.5. Tests 7 & 8: overall cue, F(l,127) =
248.4; conflict cue, F(2,254) = 113.5; me-
dium cue, F(2,254) = 38.6. Tests 9 & 10:
overall cue, F(l,127) = 209.8; conflict cue,

ASSIGNMENT 2

Cue 1 2 3 4

overall border orientation dottedness interior
conflict interior border orientation dottedness
medium dottedness interior border orientation
irrelevant orientation dottedness interior border
irrelevant position position position position

Training and test stimuli had the same char-
acteristics as in Experiment 1 and the same
procedure was used.

Subjects. Sixty-four subjects participated
in the experiment. These subjects were di-
vided into four groups of 16 subjects each.

F(2,254) = 117.8; medium cue, F(2,254) =
67.8. Tests 11 & 12: overall cue, F(l, 127) =
219.8; conflict cue, F(2,254) = 170.6; me-
dium cue, F(2,254) = 53.0. For all tests, p
< .001). As shown in Fig. 4. the percent of
variance these cues accounted for changed
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cue over test pairs in Experiment 2.

with the course of learning. As predicted,
the initial stages of learning were domi-
nated by the overall cue. While the medium
cue stayed at a fairly low level of influence
throughout the experiment, the conflict cue
gained in strength, clearly becoming the
dominant cue by the last two pairs of tests.
Thus, as in Experiment 1, we clearly see
the early influence of overall validity on
learning, while latter stages of acquisition
are influenced by conflict validity.

Table 9 gives the error rates over the
pairs of tests. Again, for the first pair of
tests a closer match is found for the error
rates predicted by overall validity than
those predicted by conflict validity (overall
validity: x2(4) = 10.2, p < .05; Conflict
validity: X

2(4) = 38.2, p < .001)4 Exami-
nation of the later tests showed that again
subjects appeared to be mastering the task
at different rates. Accordingly, 10 subjects
who mastered the task (finishing the exper-
iment with at least two trials of perfect per-
formance) were matched for trial of last er-
ror. The error rates of these 10 subjects
(two from assignment 1, four from assign-
ment 2, three from assignment 3, and one
from assignment 4) are shown in Table 10
for the two tests before perfect perfor-
mance. This pattern more closely matched
the predictions of conflict validity (x2(4) =

4 We are more interested in which model—overall
validity or conflict validity—better fits the data, rather
than in the absolute significance of the fit.

42.7, p < .001) than those of overall validity
(X

2(4) = 228.8, p < .001). This pattern does
have a much higher error rate in cell 3 than
predicted by conflict validity. This may in-
dicate than when learning finally occurs,
this cell may be treated as a special case,
learned separately from the remaining rule
system.

Reaction time. The reaction times on the
pairs of tests are shown in Table 11. Al-
though on Tests 1 & 2 reaction times failed
to correlate significantly with either the
predictions of overall or conflict validity,
by Tests 3 & 4 a significant correlation was
found between latencies and overall valid-
ity predictions, r = -.74, p < .05, while
the correlation with conflict validity, r =
— .41, was not significant. The influence of
conflict validity increased throughout the
test pairs, such that by Tests 11 & 12 there
was a significant correlation with both
overall validity, r = -.89, p < .001 and
conflict validity, r = — .85, p < .01.

Reaction times of the 10 solvers are
shown in Table 12 for the two trials before
perfect performance, and for all subsequent
perfect trials. Reaction times for trials of
last error correlated significantly with con-
flict validity predictions, r = - .89, p <
.001, and marginally with overall validity
predictions, r = -.65, p = .06. For the
perfect trials, latencies correlated better
with conflict validity predictions, r = -
.85, p < .01, than with overall validity
predictions, r = — .71, p < .05.

To confirm the results of the correla-
tional analysis given above, the pattern of
reaction time for the seven differentially
predicted cell pairs from Table 3 was also
analyzed. As shown in Table 13, early on in
performance, on Tests 3 & 4, four of the
seven pairs fit the predictions for overall
validity. One pair was not significantly dif-
ferent, but was in the correct direction,
while the other two nonsignificant pairs had
about equal reaction times.

For subjects who mastered the task, la-
tencies followed the predictions of conflict
validity. For the seven pairs of cells for
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TABLE 9 ERROR RATES FOR ALL

SUBJECTS

Medium
absent

Medium agrees
with overall

Medium disagrees
with overall

Tests 1 and 2

Conflict cue absent 16 7 58
Conflict agrees w/overall 17 8 32
Conflict disagrees w/overall 55 66 54
Tests 3 and 4

Conflict cue absent 12 5 62
Conflict agrees w/overall 11 5 28
Conflict disagrees w/overall 51 57 33
Tests 5 and 6
Conflict cue absent 9 2 56
Conflict agrees w/overall 9 2 31
Conflict disagrees w/overall 41 53 30
Tests 7 and 8

Conflict cue absent 7 9 65
Conflict agrees w/overall 5 5 16
Conflict disagrees w/overall 41 53 27
Tests 9 and 10
Conflict cue absent 3 3 48
Conflict agrees w/overall 8 6 16
Conflict disagrees w/overall 35 47 26
Tests 11 and 12

Conflict cue absent 9 7 55
Conflict agrees w/overall 3 2 15
Conflict disagrees w/overall 32 41 20

tests after the last error trial, three pairs
showed the pattern predicted by conflict
validity, and two nonsignificant pairs were
in the correct direction. One comparison
(between cells 4 and 9) was in the direction
predicted by overall validity, but was not
significant. The comparison between cells 1
and 3, as was true in Experiment 1, signif-
icantly followed the pattern predicted by
overall validity rather than conflict validity.
The high error rates in cell 3 immediately
before solving and the long latencies for

that cell indicate that cell 3 was a problem
for most subjects. In order to judge this cell
correctly, subjects had to rank the medium
cue above the overall cue. Since subjects
could successfully classify the other eight
cells in the experiment by ranking the con-
flict cue above the overall cue, and basi-
cally ignoring the medium cue, it is possible
that cell 3 was handled via a memorization
or exception strategy. That is, rather than
figuring out the relative strength of the me-
dium cue in order to get this one cell cor-
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Medium
absent

Medium agrees
with overall

Medium disagrees
with overall

Tests I and 2
1455 1475 1365
1327 1311 1490
1419 1358 1384

Tests 3 and 4
1297 1177 1350
1057 1166 1177
1291 1193 1348

Tests 5 and 6

1139 1087 1307
1051 1019 1129
1271 1238 1215

Tests 7 and 8

1102 1030 1085
879 862 969
1208 1150 1078

Tests 9 and 10
1084 1005 1216
944 839 1018
1083 1014 1060

Tests 11 and 12

1204 1005 1185
842 801 958
1078 1077 1043

rect, subjects may simply have remem-
bered cell 3 as an exception to their current
rule system involving the conflict and over-
all cues.

The patterns in the error rates and reac-
tion times in Experiment 2 match those
found in Experiment 1. Initial patterns are

best predicted by overall validity, while
patterns later in learning, particularly by
subjects who eventually solve the problem,
are best predicted by conflict validity.

group analysis again showed a difference in
the salience of the various cues. All sub-

Last two trials of error

718 765 949
959 862

All trials after last error

990
744 707 912
927 843
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" Matches predictions of overall validity. *
Matches predictions of conflict validity.

jects had mastered the overall cue by the first
test (Group 1, F(l,15) = 26.8, p < .001;
Group 2, F(l,15) = 23.7, p < .001;
Group3,F(l,15) = 11.9,p< .005;Group4,
F(l,15) = 25.8, p < .001). However, the groups
differed in their use of the conflict and medium
cues on the first test. Group 1 initially had
trouble with both the conflict interior cue
(F(2,30) = .3 n.s.) and the medium dottedness
cue (F(2,30) = 2.0, n.s.); Group 2 used the
medium interior cue (F(2,30) = 5.1, p < .05)
but not the conflict border cue (F(2,30) = 1.4,
n.s.); Group 3 used the conflict orientation cue
(F(2,30) = 9.8, p < .001) but not the medium
border cue (F(2,30) = 2.6, n.s.); Group 4 used
the medium orientation cue (F(2,30) = 9.8, p <
.001) but not the conflict dottedness cue
(F(2,30) = .6, n.s.). Thus, orientation appears
to be the most salient cue, while border and
dottedness cues are the least salient cues.
Again, the results of the between group
analyses demonstrate that salience must be
considered in addition to cue validity in
predicting order of acquisition.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Both the choice and reaction time data on

this concept learning experiment clearly
show two different levels of learning. The
first level is influenced by overall validity—
group choice and reaction time data on the
early test pairs match the predictions made
from overall validities. The second level is
influenced by conflict validity, as shown by
later group reaction times and the choice
and reaction time data of subjects immedi-
ately before and after they achieve perfect
performance.

While the group data supported a two-
level learning theory based on various
types of cue validity, the between-group
analyses pointed out that perceptual sa-
lience also influences how subjects will
solve the problem. For example, when cues
were of equal validity, subjects tended to
acquire the more perceptually salient cue
sooner. If this more salient cue was not the
cue highest in the dominance hierarchy,
subjects had trouble acquiring the more
dominant, yet less salient cue.

While the current learning account has
two distinct levels, it could be expanded to
include more. For example, prior to the
overall validity level, there may be a level
that is influenced by the frequency of a cue
irrespective of its correctness. If nothing
else, frequency probably affects how often
a particular cue is considered as part of a
possible solution. In fact, Williams (1971)
has proposed a model of hypothesis testing
in which new hypotheses are chosen by
scanning remembered instances for the
most frequently represented attribute, and
only then checking whether it occurred on
only positive instances.

There was some evidence that the level
of perfect performance may have been a
combination of the use of conflict validity
and memorization of specific cells (in this
case, cell 3). Depending on the number of
different types of cells in a problem, and the
number of cues involved, the perfect per-
formance level may range from total mem-
orization of individual cells at one extreme,
through a combination of conflict validities
and memorization of a few exception cells
to pure use of conflict cue validities.
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In addition, there may be more advanced
levels of perfect performance after the one
given by conflict validities. For example, a
more advanced level may consist of treat-
ing the cues in a strictly hierarchical man-
ner, rather than consulting all cues. On this
level, subjects may start to focus on the cue
that emerged as the strongest from earlier
processing. If that cue is present, they base
their decision solely on its presence and do
not let the presence of other cues influence
the decision. If the strongest cue is not
present, subjects would look for the next
strongest cue and base their decision solely
on this cue, etc. For concept learning prob-
lems of the type used in the studies pre-
sented here, this would yield an error rate
of zero on all cells and a hierarchical pat-
tern of reaction times. Cells containing the
strongest cue would all have equally fast
reaction times regardless of the presence of
other cues; cells without the strongest cue,
but with the second strongest cue, would be
equal but slower, as subjects had to first
look for the nonexistent strongest cue; cells
without either of the two strongest cues
would be equal, but slower still, etc. Al-
though we see little evidence for this level
in the current experiments, it may occur
with longer exposure to the problem.

Our goal in this paper has been to exam-
ine the ways in which the mechanisms
found in language learning can be related to
general cognitive principles. We have not
been attempting to present the Competition
Model as a fully- developed account of con-
cept learning. At the same time, it is inter-
esting to compare the Competition Model
with models that have developed within the
concept learning literature. At least three
classes of concept learning models have
been proposed: (1) prototype models (e.g.,
Posner & Keele, 1968; Fried & Holyoak,
1984), in which an average exemplar or pro-
totype of the category is formed during
learning, and instances are judged based on
their similarity to the prototype; (2) exem-
plar models (e.g., Medin & Schaffer, 1978),
where individual exemplars are stored dur-
ing learning and instances are judged based

on their similarity to the stored exemplars;
and (3) feature frequency models (e.g.,
Reed, 1972), in which a count is kept of the
relative frequency of the features of the ex-
emplars in each category and instances are
judged by comparing their features with
these counts. (See Estes (1986) for a com-
parison and unified approach to these
model types.)

The Competition Model is a kind of fea-
ture frequency model. However, unlike
other models in this class, the Competition
Model predicts a change in the patterns of
errors and reaction times during learning.
This change occurs because the feature
counters in the Competition Model do not
count every occurrence of a feature, but
only increment when an error is made. This
causes cue weights to change from reflect-
ing overall validity to conflict validity dur-
ing learning. If the counters were incre-
mented on every instance, regardless of the
correctness of interpretation, the system
could never advance beyond overall valid-
ities, and conflict instances could continue
to evoke errors.

It should be noted that it is only on a
subset of concept learning tasks that the
change from overall validities to conflict
validities would be detectable. For exam-
ple, on traditional concept learning tasks,
one feature defines a category and some
value of this feature is present on every ex-
emplar. This feature would have an overall
validity of 100%, and once it is acquired,
errors would not continue. Thus, there
would be no need to adjust cue weights.
Also, on tasks that are ill-defined—that is,
no one feature or simple conglomeration of
features defines the category, there will not
be a relationship among the cues such that
one cue, if present, clearly dominates over
the others. In these cases, even if cue
weights would be adjusted on error trails, a
solution could not be reached. Subjects
may be more likely to use different strate-
gies, such as family resemblance or match-
ing to exemplars in memory to solve such
concept learning problems (see Medin,
Wattenmaker, & Hampson (1987), for con-
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ditions that promote the use of a family re-
semblance strategy). However, in cases
such as the one described in this paper,
where a clear dominance hierarchy exists
among the cues, subjects make use of this
information in solving the problem.

Some of the most recent work on concept
learning has investigated the least-means
squares learning rule (a variant of the Res-
corla—Wagner learning rule) in connec-
tionist nets (Gluck & Bower, 1988a, 1988b).
This work emphasizes the ways in which
human performance comes to capture the
relative validities of cues in categorization
tasks rather than their simple probabilities.
That is, cue weights are adjusted via this
learning rule, such that at the asymptote the
cue that is relatively more important for a
classification decision will be stronger than
one that is less important. This theory and
results upon which it was based underscore
the importance of the dominance hierarchy
in the mastery situation. Similar results us-
ing connectionist nets have been found
when modeling the possible acquisition of
linguistic gender categories in German
(Taraban, McDonald, & MacWhinney,
1989). In this model, the weights associated
with various cues to gender were tracked
during the training of the net over a pool of
exemplars. Beginning weights reflected
overall validities, while later weights re-
flected the usefulness of cues in co-
occurrence situations. It is in these co-
occurrence situations that conflicts are re-
solved; thus once again weights at the
mastery level include information about the
dominance hierarchy.

In summary, we have shown how the
Competition Model, originally formulated
to account for linguistic data, can be ex-
tended to account for the learning curve in
the concept formation paradigm. The com-
monality between these two situations is
that the categorization is defined by multi-
ple cues which vary in their usefulness. The
cues may or may not be present on any
particular exemplar, and when present,
may or may not indicate the correct cate-

gorization. This situation, in combination
with a learning-on-error mechanism, yields
a characteristic learning curve where cues
are first acquired according to their overall
validity, but later used with a strength pro-
portional to their conflict validity. Quanti-
tative predictions of the model about error
rates and reaction times based on these two
types of validities were strongly supported.
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